
English for Week Commencing 25th May 2020 

 

Please find below a text on What Do Stunt Performers Do? 

Monday: Read the text and answer the Comprehension Questions A. 

Tuesday: Re-read the text and answer Comprehension Questions B. 

Wednesday:  Vocabulary Questions C and D. It would be a good tip to have a dictionary to help with Question C.  

Thursday: Grammar on Question E; Homophones. 

Friday: Explanation Writing; last week we picked the job of a person that works in the film industry to research for 

explanation writing using the KWL approach. 

Please look at Question F orally to highlight the importance of topic sentences in this type of work.  

Then, complete Question G, where pupils will explain a job in the film industry. Please see sample structure for 

explanation writing below. I have used the job of an actor in my example. Pupils are welcome to choose the job of a 

costume designer, actor, director, sound technician, camera operator or make-up artist.  

 

 

 

 



 

Example of the Structure of Explanation Writing 

 
 
Title: The Role of an Actor 

 

Introduction; state what job you chose, give reasons why you chose it and a brief summary of what an actor does. 

 

Paragraph 1; Start with topic sentence - Why acting is important 

Then write a paragraph giving supporting details about why the job is important. 

 

Paragraph 2: Start with a topic sentence – What acting involves 

Then write a paragraph giving supporting details about what acting involves. 

 

Paragraph 3; Start with topic sentence – What skills are needed for acting 

Then write a paragraph giving supporting details about the skills needed to be an actor. 

 

Paragraph 4; Start with topic sentence – How acting helps to make a brilliant film 

Ten write a paragraph giving supporting details about how acting helps to make a brilliant film. 

 

Conclusion;  a closing short paragraph reinforcing what you have just explained. 

 

 

 



  

 



 

 



 

 


